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New Name Old Name Date 

WL221 WL201 09-Aug-2023 

ST385 ST323 03-Nov-2014 

NR108 NR111 21-Jan-2015 

ET40571 ET40542 20-Oct-2015 

ET40572 ET40544 20-Oct-2015 

ET40573 ET40545 20-Oct-2015 

ET40714 ET40702 20-Oct-2015 

BR40305 BR40401 08-Sep-2016 

BI40240 sex 03-Aug-2018 

PU40227 PU40226 20-Dec-2018 
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ITC_IES2-P_tel_ENG 
 

Q# VarName IES2-P 
001a BI40208 Ask all. 

Hello, my name is _______ and I am calling from Roy Morgan Research on behalf of an international team of health 

researchers that is centered at the University of Waterloo in Canada. We are conducting a survey on smoking. Please note, 

we are not asking for money or selling anything.  Can I ask someone 18 YEARS OF AGE OR OVER a few questions to see 

whether anyone in your household qualifies for the survey?  It will only take a couple of minutes to find out if you qualify 

for this survey, and all responses will be kept absolutely confidential. 
1    Continue - current respondent 
2    Child - no adult available 
3    No adult smoker in household 
4    No adult in household 
5    No, respondent refuses interview 

If response=1, go to 001h/BI312. 
If response=2, go to 001b/BI250. 
If response=3, go to 001g/BI319. 
If response=4, go to 126/BI900.  (CS19) 
If response=5, go to 001c/BI311. 

001b BI40250 Ask if 001a/BI208=2. 
I would like to speak to an adult aged 18 or older in your household who smokes -- is there a better time to call back to 

speak to them? 
1    Make appointment 
2    No adult smokers in household 
3    No/ Don't know 

If response=1, record callback info and go to 130/BI925.   (CS10) 
If response=2, go to 001g/BI319. 
If response=3, go to 130/BI925.   (CS11) 

001c BI40311 Ask if 001a/BI208=5. 
If necessary: See Help Screens for additional background information. 

This is an important international research survey.  We will be reimbursing respondents for their time, and their opinions 

are important.  Could I ask you a few more questions to see if anyone in your household is eligible? 
1    Respondent continues to refuse 
2    Respondent agrees to answer questions 

If response=1, go to 001d/BI201. 
If response=2, go to 001h/BI312. 

001d BI40201 Ask if 001c/BI311=1. 
I understand, I’ll let you go. But if you would, could you help us out by answering just two very short questions? 

1    Yes 
2    No 

If response=1, go to 001e/BI318. 
If response=2, go to 127/BI901. 

001e BI40318 Ask if 001d/BI201=1. 
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How many people aged 18 or older live in your household, including yourself? 

77     Not Applicable 
88     Refused 
99     Don't Know 

Enter number. 
If response=0, go to 127/BI901.  (CS19) 
If refuses/ can't say, go to 127/BI901.  (CS18) 
Otherwise, go to 001f/BI326. 

001f BI40326 Ask if 001e/BI318>0. 
How many of those 18 years or older that live in your household smoke cigarettes, including yourself? 

This can be any form of cigarette (manufactured or roll-your-own), but excludes pipes, cigars and marijuana. 
If response=0, go to 127/BI901.  (CS20) 
If response>0, go to 127/BI901.  (CS22) 
If refuses/ can't say, go to 127/BI901.  (CS18) 

001g BI40319 If 001a/BI208=3. 
I understand, I’ll let you go. But if you would, could you help us out by answering just one short question? 

How many people aged 18 or older live in your household, including yourself? 
Enter number. 
If response=88 or 99, go to 127/BI901 (CS21). 
Otherwise, go to 127/BI901 (CS20). 

001h BI40312 Ask if 001a/BI208=1. 
Thank you. I first need to ask a few questions about the household in order to select someone for the survey. 

002 BI40321 Ask if 001a/BI208=1. 
How many people aged 18 or older live in your household, including yourself? 

If none:   Thank you but we are looking for households where there is at least one person aged 18 or over. I'm sorry to have 

troubled you. 
If response=0, go to 128/BI920  (CS19) 
If refuses/ can't say, Go to 126/BI900.  (CS18) 
Otherwise, go to 003/BI327. 

003 BI40327 Ask all. 
002/BI321=1:   Do you currently smoke cigarettes, either daily or less than every day? 
002/BI321>1:   How many of the [002/BI321] people, including yourself, currently smoke cigarettes, either daily or less 

than every day? 
Enter number. 
This could be any form of cigarette (manufactured or roll-your-own) but excludes pipes, cigars and marijuana. 
If response=0, go to 126/BI900.   (CS20) 
If refuses/ DK, go to 126/BI900.  (CS18) 
Otherwise, go to 004a/BI375. 

004a BI40375 Ask if 003/BI327>1. 
I'd like to speak to a smoker. Could you please tell me the first name or nickname of the smoker in you household who is at 

least 18 years old whose birthday is coming up next? (I need to select somebody at random). 
004b BI40370 If non-smoker quota is open:   Would that be you? 

If non-smoker quota is closed:   I'd like to speak to the smoker. Would that be you? 
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1    Yes 
2    No 
77     Not Applicable 
88     Refused 
99     Don't Know 

If response=1, go to 004e/BI209. 
If response=2, go to 004c/BI371. 

004c BI40371 Ask if 004b/BI370=2. 
May I speak to that person now? 

1    Yes/ OK, speak with them now 
2    No/ Refuse 
3    Appointment 

If response=1, go to 004e/BI209. 
If response=2, go to 004d/BI460. 
If response=3, make appointment.  (CS13) 

004d BI40460 Ask if 004c/BI371=2. 
If necessary: See Help Screens for additional background information. 

This is an important international research survey. We will be reimbursing them for their time and their opinions are 

important. 
If necessary:   Could we call back to ask them a few questions to see if they are eligible for the study? 

If response=1, go to 004e/BI209. 
If response=2, go to 126/BI900. (CS28) 
If response=3, make appointment. (CS13) 

004e BI40209 Ask if 004d/BI460=1. 
Hello, my name is _______ and I am calling from Roy Morgan Research on behalf of an international team of health 

researchers that is centered at the University of Waterloo in Canada. We are conducting a survey on smoking. Please note, 

we are not asking for money or selling anything.  It will only take a couple of minutes to find out if you qualify for this 

survey, and all responses will be kept absolutely confidential. 
1    Yes 
2    No (refusal) 
3    Appointment 

IF RESPONDENT ASKS HOW LONG THE SURVEY ITSELF TAKES, SAY: 
“The main survey takes about 10 to 30 minutes depending on your answers, and people who take part in it will be reimbursed 

for their time.” 
IF RESPONDENT MENTIONS THAT THERE ARE NO SMOKERS IN THE HOUSEHOLD, SAY: 
“Although this is a survey on smoking, we need to interview non-smokers as well.” 
If response=1, go to 004g/BI313. 
If response=2, go to 004f/BI246. 
If response=3, make appointment.  (CS12) 

004f BI40246 Ask if 004e/BI209=2. 
This is an important international research survey. We will be reimbursing you for your time and your opinions are 

important. 
If necessary:   Could we call back to ask you a few questions to see if you are eligible for the study? 
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1    Yes/ OK, speak with them now 
2    No/ Refuse 
3    Appointment 

INTERVIEWER NOTE: See Help screen for info/answers to questions. 
If response=1, go to 004g/BI313. 
If response=2, go to 126/BI900.  (CS27) 
If response=3, make appointment.  (CS12) 

004g BI40313 Ask all. 
I first need to ask a few questions in order to check your eligibility for our survey. 

005 BI40240 

(Prev. 

sex) 

*** DATA USER: INSTEAD OF 005/BI240, USE DERIVED 006/GENDER VARIABLE, SHOWN NEXT*** 
Record sex -- Ask only if unsure. 

1    Female 
2    Male 

006 GENDER Derived 006/GENDER variable, to be derived by analysts for cross-country consistency. 
1    Male 
2    Female 

New variable ‘006/GENDER’ replaces ‘sex’ in the core dataset. 
007 birthYr Ask all. 

What year were you born? 
777    Not Applicable 
888    Refused 
999    Don't Know 

IF THE RESPONDENT CAN'T ANSWER FOR ANY REASON OR REFUSES TO ANSWER, SAY:  "I'm sorry but we need this 

information to continue with the survey. If you can't or would prefer not to answer this question, I'm afraid we cannot 

continue the interview." 
If response<[current year - 18], go to age. 
If response=[current year - 18], go to 008a/birthMo. 
If response>[current year - 18], go to 008b/BI372. 
If refuses/ can't say, go to 126/BI900. (CS30) 

008a birthMo Ask if 007/birthYr=[current year-18] 
What month were you born? 

01     January 
02     February 
03     March 
04     April 
05     May 
06     June 
07     July 
08     August 
09     September 
10     October 
11     November 
12     December 
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77     Not Applicable 
88     Refused 
99     Don't Know 

IF THE RESPONDENT CAN'T ANSWER FOR ANY REASON OR REFUSES TO ANSWER, SAY:  "I'm sorry but we need this 

information to continue with the survey. If you can't or would prefer not to answer this question, I'm afraid we cannot 

continue the interview." 
If month =< currentMo, go to 009/BI345. 
If month > currentMo, go to 008b/BI372. 
If Refuse/can't say, go to 126/BI900.  (CS30) 

008b BI40372 Ask if 007/birthYr>[current year-18] or (007/birthYr=[current year-18] and 008a/birthMo>[current month]) 
If have spoken to all adults in household or if non-smoker quota is closed and spoken to all adult smokers: 
The survey requires that respondents are at least 18 years old. 
If non-smoker quota is open and not spoken to all adults: 
Thank you for your time and assistance but we need to make sure people are aged 18 years or older for this important 

study.  If possible I'd like to speak to [another/the other] adult in the household who is 18 years of age or older [and 

whose birthday is next]. 
If non-smoker quota is closed and not spoken to all adult smokers: 
Thank you for your time and assistance but we need to make sure people are aged 18 years or older for this important 

study.  If possible I'd like to speak to [another/the other] smoker in the household who is 18 years of age or older [and 

whose birthday is next]. 
If have spoken to all adults in household, go to 127/BI901.  (CS32) 
Otherwise, go to 004c/BI371. 

009 BI40345 Ask all. 
100 cigarettes= 5 packs of 20 cigarettes OR 4 packs of 25 cigarettes. 

Have you smoked 100 or more cigarettes over your lifetime? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

IF THE RESPONDENT CAN'T ANSWER FOR ANY REASON OR REFUSES TO ANSWER, SAY:  "I'm sorry but we need this 

information to continue with the survey. If you can't or would prefer not to answer this question, I'm afraid we cannot 

continue the interview." 
If response=1, go to 010a/FR211. 
If response=2, go to 126/BI900. (CS33) 
Otherwise go to 126/BI900. (CS31) 

010a FR40211 Ask if 009/BI345=1. 
Do you smoke every day or less than every day? 

1    Every day 
2    Less than every day 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 
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IF THE RESPONDENT CAN'T ANSWER FOR ANY REASON OR REFUSES TO ANSWER, SAY:  "I'm sorry but we need this 

information to continue with the survey. If you can't or would prefer not to answer this question, I'm afraid we cannot 

continue the interview." 
If response=1, go to 011/FR216. 
Otherwise, go to 012/FR221. 

010b FR40245v (Derived variable: cigarettes per day (continuous)) 
010c FR40250v (Derived variable: cigarettes per day (categories), calculated from QNU/FR245V) 

0    1-10 cigarettes 
1    11-20 cigarettes 
2    21-30 cigarettes 
3    More than 31 cigarettes 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

010d FR40260v (DMC-derived variable:  Heaviness of Smoking Index (H.S.I.)) 
011 FR40216 Ask if 010a/FR211=1. 

On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke each day, including both [factory-made/ packet] and roll-your-own 

cigarettes? 
1    Every day 
2    Less than every day 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Enter number of cigarettes. 
If respondent gives range (e.g. 30-33 cigarettes) and cannot be more specific, take the midpoint of the range and round up if 

necessary (e.g. 31.5 becomes 32.0). 
IF THE RESPONDENT CAN'T ANSWER FOR ANY REASON OR REFUSES TO ANSWER, SAY:  "I'm sorry but we need this 

information to continue with the survey. If you can't or would prefer not to answer this question, I'm afraid we cannot 

continue the interview." 
If number of cigarettes given, go to 025/FR309v. 
If "refused" or "don't know", go to 131/BI945. 

012 FR40221 Ask if 010a/FR211=2. 
Do you smoke at least once a week? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

IF THE RESPONDENT CAN'T ANSWER FOR ANY REASON OR REFUSES TO ANSWER, SAY:  "I'm sorry but we need this 

information to continue with the survey. If you can't or would prefer not to answer this question, I'm afraid we cannot 

continue the interview." 
If response=1, go to 013/FR226. 
Otherwise, go to 014/FR231. 
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013 FR40226 Ask if 012/FR221=1. 

On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke each week, including both [factory-made/ packet] and roll-your-own 

cigarettes? 
Enter number of cigarettes. 
If respondent gives range (e.g. 30-33 cigarettes) and cannot be more specific, take the midpoint of the range and round up if 

necessary (e.g. 31.5 becomes 32.0). 
IF THE RESPONDENT CAN'T ANSWER FOR ANY REASON OR REFUSES TO ANSWER, SAY:  "I'm sorry but we need this 

information to continue with the survey. If you can't or would prefer not to answer this question, I'm afraid we cannot 

continue the interview." 
If number of cigarettes given, go to 025/FR309v. 
If "refused" or "don't know", go to 131/BI945. 

014 FR40231 Ask if 012/FR221=2. 
Do you smoke at least once a month? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

IF THE RESPONDENT CAN'T ANSWER FOR ANY REASON OR REFUSES TO ANSWER, SAY:  "I'm sorry but we need this 

information to continue with the survey. If you can't or would prefer not to answer this question, I'm afraid we cannot 

continue the interview." 
If response=1, go to 017a/FR326. 
Otherwise, go to 131/BI945. 

015a FR40236 Ask if 014/FR231=1. 
On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke each month, including both [factory-made/ packet] and roll-your-own 

cigarettes? 
Enter number of cigarettes. 
If respondent gives range (e.g. 30-33 cigarettes) and cannot be more specific, take the midpoint of the range and round up if 

necessary (e.g. 31.5 becomes 32.0). 
IF THE RESPONDENT CAN'T ANSWER FOR ANY REASON OR REFUSES TO ANSWER, SAY:  "I'm sorry but we need this 

information to continue with the survey. If you can't or would prefer not to answer this question, I'm afraid we cannot 

continue the interview." 
015b BI40373 Ask if 014/FR231<>1. 

If have spoken to all adults in household or if non-smoker quota is closed and spoken to all adult smokers: 
Thank you for your time and assistance but you don't qualify to participate in this survey. 
If non-smoker quota is open and not spoken to all adults: 
Thank you for your time and assistance but you don't qualify to participate in this survey.  If possible I'd like to speak to 

[another/the other] adult in the household who is 18 years of age or older [and whose birthday is next]. 
If non-smoker quota is closed and not spoken to all adult smokers: 
Thank you for your time and assistance but you don't qualify to participate in this survey.  If possible I'd like to speak to 

[another/the other] smoker in the household who is 18 years of age or older [and whose birthday is next]. 
1    Yes 
2    No 
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7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If have not spoken to all adults/ adult smokers in household, go to 004c/BI371. 
Otherwise, go to 131/BI945 (CS34). 

015c BI40260 Ask all. 
Thank you. This survey is being conducted by an international group of universities and research institutions. We are looking 

for smokers who would be willing to answer a survey that would take about 25 to 30 minutes. To thank you for your time, in 

the next few days we will send you [payment] that can be used at any Boots shop. 
We would call you again in approximately six months, when we would send you a [payment] BEFORE we would call you to 

complete a similar 25 to 30 minute survey. 
If necessary, say:  We could schedule the survey AFTER you receive your cheque for participating in the survey. Before 

we arrange a time, I need to tell you a bit more about the study. 
015d BI40235 Your answers to this survey will be kept absolutely confidential. All personal information, including your name, address, and 

survey answers will be kept strictly confidential and will not be shared with any person or group that is not associated with 

the ITC survey. 
See HelpScreens for answers to any questions about follow-up surveys and contacts. 

015e BI40270 Would you be willing to answer the 25 to 30 minute survey today and then again in 6 months for a second payment of 

[payment]? 
1    Yes 
2    No/ Maybe 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 016a/BI254. 
Otherwise, go to 016b/BI439. 

016a BI40254 Ask all. 
At the end of today's interview I will ask you for your mailing address so that we can mail you the [payment]. We only use 

the mailing information to send you the [payment] and a thank you letter. 
016b BI40439 Ask if 015e/BI270=2-9. 

This is an important international research survey.  Your opinion is important and we think you will find the questions 

interesting. Would you be willing to give the survey a try? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 016a/BI254. 
If response=2, go to 127/BI901. 

017a FR40326 Ask all. 
Do you smoke packet cigarettes, roll-your-own cigarettes, or both? 

1    [Packet/ factory-made] cigarettes only 
2    Roll-your-own cigarettes only 
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3    Both 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If 015a/FR236=3, go to 017b/FR331. 
Otherwise, go to 018/FR600b. 

017b FR40331 Ask if 017a/FR326=3. 
For every ten cigarettes you smoke, about how many are roll-your-own? 

Enter number of roll-your-own cigarettes.  Enter 0 if less than 1.  You can't answer more than 10. 
018 FR40600b Ask all. 

Are you currently employed outside the home? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 019a/FR431. 
If response=2, go to 020c/BR331 (UK), 020a/BR351 (Ireland). 

019a FR40431 Ask if 018/FR600b=1. 
Is there any difference between the number of cigarettes you smoke during a workday and the number you smoke during a 

non-working day? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 019b/FR441. 
Otherwise, go to 020c/BR331 (UK), 020a/BR351 (Ireland). 

019b FR40441 Ask if 019a/FR431=1. 
Probe for a precise number.   If less than one per day, enter 0. 
If respondent gives a range (e.g. 15-20) and cannot be more specific, take the midpoint of the range and round up if 

necessary (e.g. 17.5 becomes 18). 
On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke on a workday? 

019c FR40446 On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke on a non-working day? 
020a BR40351 Ask of Ireland respondents. 

Do not read out response options. Code one brand only. Probe for which strength respondent smokes (regular, light, extra 

light, etc.) and which size, within their brand. 
What brand of [cigarettes/roll-your-own cigarettes] do you smoke more than any other? 

Verify with respondent at end of sequence:  "So you bought name, strength, etc., [as listed on screen] " 
020b BR40351o Ask if 020a/BR351=997. 

What other brand of [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco] do you smoke more than any other? 
Enter text response. 
Verify with respondent at end of sequence:  "So you smoke [brand name, strength, etc., as listed on screen] " 
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020c BR40331 Ask if country=UK. 

What brand of [cigarettes/roll-your-own cigarettes] do you smoke more than any other? 
777    Not Applicable 
888    Refused 
999    Don't Know 

Probe for whether respondent smokes regular, light, extra light, etc., size and menthol within their brand.  If smoker is 

unsure what they actually smoke, ask them if they would mind getting a pack.  Verify with respondent:  So you smoke (brand 

name, strength, size, etc) as listed on the screen. 
020d BR40331o Ask if 020c/BR331=997. 

What other brand of [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco] do you smoke more than any other? 
Enter text response. 
Verify with respondent at end of sequence:  "So you smoke [brand name, strength, etc., as listed on screen] " 

021 BR40305 

(Prev. 

BR401) 

Ask all. 
Is that a light-mild cigarette or is it a regular strength brand? 

1    Light/ mild 
2    Regular strength 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

022 QA40101 Ask all. 
Have you ever tried to quit smoking? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 023/QA106. 
Otherwise, go to 025/FR309v. 

023 QA40106 Ask if 022/QA101=1. 
If range given and can’t give a specific number, then enter mid-point. If answer is 'lots', 'hundreds of times', etc., ask them to 

estimate the number (or range) of actual quit attempts. 
How many times have you ever tried to quit smoking? 

If response>0 and<77, go to QNU/QA231. 
Otherwise, go to 025/FR309v. 

024a QA40231a Ask if 023/QA106>0 and <77. 
How long ago did your most recent serious quit attempt END? 

(days) 
Enter number. 

024b QA40231b (months) 
024c QA40231c (years ago) 
024d QA40241a How long did you stay smoke-free on your most recent serious quit attempt? 

(days) 
024e QA40241b (months) 
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024f QA40241c (years) 
025 FR40309v Derived variable: smoking status 

1 – Daily smoker 
2 – Weekly smoker 
3 – Monthly smoker 

1    Daily smoker 
2    Weekly smoker 
3    Monthly smoker 
4    Quit in the last month 
5    Quit 1-6 months ago 
6    Quit more than 6 months ago 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

026a SB40020 Ask if 025/FR309v=1. 
How soon after waking do you usually have your first smoke? 

1    Minutes 
2    Hours 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

026b SB40021a (number of minutes) 
026c SB40021b (number of hours) 
027a SB40025 Ask if smoking status=2-3. 

On days that you smoke, how soon after waking do you usually have your first smoke? 
1    Minutes 
2    Hours 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Enter choice of time units, or a non-response code. 
027b SB40026a (number of minutes) 
027c SB40026b (number of hours) 
028 SB40031 Ask all. 

Do you consider yourself addicted to cigarettes?  Would you say . . . 
1    Not at all 
2    Yes -- somewhat addicted 
3    Yes -- very addicted 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

029 SB40041 Ask all. 
How hard would you find it to go without smoking for a whole day? 
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1    Not at all hard 
2    Somewhat hard 
3    Very hard 
4    Extremely hard 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

030a SB40201 Ask all. 
The following questions ask you about how often you’ve had certain thoughts in the last month, that is, since [1M Anchor]. 

For each question, please answer using one of the following:    Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Often, Very Often. 
In the last month -- since [1M Anchor] -- how often, if at all, did you . . . 

Think about the danger or other bad things about smoking? 
1    Never 
2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

030b SB40203 Read out response options if necessary. 
Think about how much you enjoy smoking? 

030c SB40205 Think about the harm your smoking might be doing to you? 
030d SB40207 Think about the harm your smoking might be doing to other people? 
030e SB40209 Think about the bad conduct of tobacco companies? 
030f SB40211 Think about the money you spend on smoking? 
031a SB40221 Ask all. 

In the last month -- since [1M anchor] -- have you [stubbed/ butted] out a cigarette before you finished it because you 

thought about the harm of smoking? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 031b/SB226. 
Otherwise, go to 031d/KN421. 

031b SB40226 Ask if 031a/SB221=1. 
Was that once, a few times, or lots of times? 

1    Once 
2    A few times 
3    Lots of times 

031c SB40226v (Derived variable: Combination of 031a/SB221 (ever butt out) with 031b/SB226 (freq of butting out).) 
0    Never 
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1    Once 
2    A few times 
3    Lots of times 

031d KN40421 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 
Are each of the following statements true or false? 

The way a smoker HOLDS a cigarette can affect the amount of tar and nicotine a smoker takes in. 
1    True 
2    False 

031e KN40441 The nicotine in cigarettes is the chemical that causes most of the cancer. 
032 WL40201 Ask all. 

Read out. 
In the last month -- that is, since [1M anchor] -- how often, if at all, have you noticed the warning labels on cigarette 

packages? 
1    Never 
2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

033 WL40211 Ask all. 
Read out. 

In the last month, how often, if at all, have you read or looked closely at the warning labels on cigarette packages? 
1    Never 
2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

034 WL40411 Ask all. 
Read out. 

To what extent, if at all, do the warning labels make you think about the health risks of smoking? 
1    Not at all 
2    A little 
3    Somewhat 
4    A lot 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

035 WL40421 Ask all. 
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Read out response options. 

To what extent, if at all, do the warning labels on cigarette packs make you more likely to quit smoking? 
1    Not at all 
2    A little 
3    Somewhat 
4    A lot 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

036 WL40221 Ask all. 
Read out. 

In the last month, have the warning labels stopped you from having a cigarette when you were about to smoke one?   

Would you say . . . 
1    Never 
2    Once 
3    A few times 
4    Many times 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

037a AD40201 Ask all. 
IF NECESSARY SAY: It doesn't have to be advertising. It can be anything promoting smoking. 

Thinking about everything that happens around you, in the last 6 months -- since [6M anchor] -- how often have you 

noticed things that promote smoking? Would that be . . . 
1    Never 
2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

037b AD40351 Thinking again about the last 6 months, have you seen or heard about any sport or sporting events that are sponsored by 

or connected with either cigarette brands or tobacco companies? 
1    Yes 
2    No 

If response=1, go to 037c/AD352. 
Otherwise, go to 037d/AD355. 

037c AD40352 Ask if 037b/AD351=1. 
Did you attend the sponsored event or did you hear about it in some other way? 

1    Attended 
2    Heard another way 

037d AD40355 Ask all. 
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Still thinking about the last six months, have you seen or heard about any music, theatre, art, or fashion events, that are 

sponsored by or connected with either cigarette brands or tobacco companies? 
1    Yes 
2    No 

If response=1, go to 037e/AD356. 
Otherwise, go to 038/AD701. 

037e AD40356 Ask if 037d/AD355=1. 
Did you attend the sponsored event or did you hear about it in some other way? 

1    Attended 
2    Heard another way 

038 AD40701 Ask all. 
Read out response options if necessary. 
Now I would like you to think about advertising or information that talks about the dangers of smoking, or encourages 

quitting. 
In the last 6 months -- since [6M anchor] -- how often, if at all, have you noticed such advertising or information? 

1    Never 
2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2-5, go to 039a/AD711. 
Otherwise go to 040/ET221. 

039a AD40711 Ask if 038/AD701=2-5. 
Read out each source of information. 
In the last 6 months, have you noticed advertising or information that talks about the dangers of smoking, or encourages 

quitting, in any of the following places: 
On television? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

039b AD40716 On radio? 
039c AD40721 At the [cinema/ movies]. 
039d AD40726 On posters or billboards? 
039e AD40731 In newspapers or magazines? 
039f AD40736 On [shop/ store] windows or inside [shops/ stores] where tobacco is sold? 
039g AD40741 On cigarette packs? 
039h AD40746 In leaflets? 
039i AD40751 On the Internet? 
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039j AD40756 Anywhere else? (specify) 
039k AD40756o Ask if 039j/AD756=1. 

In the past 6 months, where else have you noticed advertising or information that talks about the dangers of smoking, or 

encourages quitting? 
Enter text response. 

040 ET40221 Ask all. 
Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes smoking in your home? 
1    Smoking is allowed anywhere in your home 
2    Smoking is NEVER allowed ANYWHERE in your home 
3    Something in between 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

041 ET40321 Ask all. 
Read out response options. 

When you are in a car or other private vehicle with non-smokers, do you... 
1    Smoke as you normally smoke 
2    Never smoke 
3    Something in between 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

042 ET40421 Ask all. 
Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes the rules about smoking in drinking establishments, bars, and pubs where you live? 
1    Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 
2    Smoking is allowed only in some indoor areas 
3    No rules or restrictions 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

043 ET40432 Ask all. 
Read out. 

In the last 6 months -- since [6M Anchor] -- how often have you visited a drinking establishment, bar, or pub where you 

live? 
1    More than once a week 
2    About once a week 
3    About once or twice a month 
4    Less often than once a month 
5    Never 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

If response=1-4, go to 044/ET434. 
Otherwise, go to 050/ET521. 

044 ET40434 Ask if 043/ET432=1-4. 
The last time you did so, were people smoking inside the pub or bar? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

045 ET40801 Ask if 043/ET432=1-4. 
In your experience, to what extent are your local pubs and bars enforcing the smoke-free law? 

1    Not at all 
2    Somewhat 
3    Totally 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

046 ET40803 Ask if 043/ET432=1-4. 
Compared to a year ago, would you say that there is less smoke in the air, more, or about the same amount of smoke in 

the air in pubs and bars? 
1    Less 
2    More 
3    About the same 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

047a ET40435 Ask if 043/ET432=1-4. 
Did you smoke at all at the pub or bar during your last visit? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 047b/ET437. 
Otherwise, go to 048/ET812. 

047b ET40437 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 047a/ET435=1. 
Did you smoke inside the pub, outside, or both? 

1    Inside 
2    Outside 
3    Both inside and outside 

If response=2 or 3, go to 047c/ET438. 
Otherwise, go to 048/ET812. 
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047c ET40438 Ask if 047b/ET437=2 or 3. 

Was that in an outdoor area on the premises or did you have to leave the premises altogether? 
1    Outdoor area on the premises 
2    Had to leave the premises altogether 

048 ET40812 Ask if 043/ET432=1-4. 
Do you now visit pubs more often than a year ago, less often, or about the same amount? 

1    More often 
2    Less often 
3    Same amount 
4    Don't visit pubs now and/ or didn't visit pubs a year ago 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

049 ET40813 Ask if 043/ET432=1-4. 
When you visit, do you tend to stay longer, less time, or the same amount of time as a year ago? 

1    Longer 
2    Less time 
3    Same amount of time 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

050 ET40521 Ask all. 
Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes the rules about smoking in restaurants or cafés where you live? 
1    Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 
2    Smoking is allowed only in some indoor areas 
3    Smoking is allowed in all indoor areas 
4    Every restaurant, café has its own rules 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

051 ET40532 Ask all. 
Read out. 

In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M anchor] -- how often have you visited a restaurant or café where you live? 
1    More than once a week 
2    About once a week 
3    About once or twice a month 
4    Less often than once a month 
5    Never 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1-4, go to 052/ET534. 
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If response=5, go to 058/ET571. 

052 ET40534 Ask if 051/ET532=1-4. 
The last time you did so, was there smoking inside the restaurant or cafe? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 053/ET831. 
Otherwise, go to 058/ET571. 

053 ET40831 Ask if 052/ET534=1. 
In your experience, to what extent are your local restaurants and cafes enforcing the smoke-free law? 

1    Not at all 
2    Somewhat 
3    Totally 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

054 ET40833 Ask if 052/ET534=1. 
Compared to a year ago, would you say that there is less smoke in the air, more, or about the same amount of smoke in 

restaurants and cafes? 
1    Less 
2    More 
3    About the same 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

055a ET40535 Ask if 052/ET534=1. 
Did you smoke at all at the restaurant or café during your last visit? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 055b/ET537. 
Otherwise, go to 056/ET841. 

055b ET40537 Ask if 055a/ET535=1. 
Did you smoke inside the restaurant or café, outside, or both? 

1    Inside only 
2    Outside only 
3    Both inside and outside 

If response=2 or 3, go to 055c/ET539. 
Otherwise, go to 056/ET841. 
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055c ET40539 Ask if 055b/ET537=2 or 3. 

Was that in an outdoor area on the premises or did you have to leave the premises altogether? 
1    Outdoor area on the premises 
2    Had to leave the premises altogether 

056 ET40841 Ask if 052/ET534=1. 
Do you now visit restaurants or cafes more often than a year ago, less often, or about the same amount? 

1    More often 
2    Less often 
3    Same amount 

057 ET40843 Ask if 052/ET534=1. 
When you visit, do you tend to stay longer, less time, or the same amount of time as a year ago? 

1    More often 
2    Less often 
3    Same amount 

058 ET40571 

(Prev. 

ET542) 

Ask all. 
In the last 6 months -- since [6M Anchor] -- how often have you taken a public bus? 

1    More than once a week 
2    About once a week 
3    About once or twice a month 
4    Less than once a month 
5    Never 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1-4, go to 059/ET572. 
Otherwise, go to 061/ET552. 

059 ET40572 

(Prev. 

ET544) 

Ask if 058/ET571=1-4. 
The last time you did so, was there smoking inside? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 060/ET573. 
Otherwise, go to 061/ET552. 

060 ET40573 

(Prev. 

ET545) 

Ask if 059/ET572=1. 
Did you smoke inside the bus during your last trip? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

061 ET40552 Ask all. 
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In the last 6 months -- since [6M Anchor] -- how often have you visited an enclosed shopping centre or shopping mall? 

1    More than once a week 
2    About once a week 
3    About once or twice a month 
4    Less than once a month 
5    Never 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1-4, go to 062/ET554. 
Otherwise, go to 064/ET621. 

062 ET40554 Ask if 061/ET552=1-4. 
The last time you did so, was there smoking inside? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 063/ET555. 
Otherwise, go to 064/ET621. 

063 ET40555 Ask if 062/ET554=1. 
Did you smoke inside during your last visit? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

064 ET40621 Ask if 018/FR600b=1. 
Which of the following best describes the smoking policy where you work? 

1    Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 
2    Smoking is allowed only in some indoor areas 
3    Smoking is allowed in any indoor areas 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

065 ET40634 Ask if 018/FR600b=1. 
In the last month, have people smoked in indoor areas where you work? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

066 ET40635 Ask if 018/FR600b=1. 
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In the last month, have YOU smoked in indoor areas at work? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

067a ET40701 Ask all. 
For each of the following public places, please tell me if you think smoking should be allowed in all indoor areas, in some 

indoor areas, or not allowed indoors at all: 
Hospitals? 

1    All indoor areas 
2    Some indoor areas 
3    Not at all 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

067b ET40703 Workplaces? 
067c ET40714 

(Prev. 

ET702) 

Public buses? 

067d ET40704 Trains? 
067e ET40706 Major Railway Stations? 
067f ET40707 Restaurants and cafés? 
067g ET40708 Fast food outlets? 
067h ET40705 Drinking establishments (e.g. pubs/ bars) 
067i ET40709 Enclosed shopping centres and shopping malls? 
067j ET40710 Covered stands in football grounds? 
068a ET40851 Ask if country=Ireland. 

I'm going to read a list of things that you may or may not have done to adjust to the smoke-free law.  Please answer YES, 

NO, or NOT APPLICABLE for each. 
Did the smoke-free law make you more likely to quit smoking? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
3    Not applicable to me 

068b ET40866 Has the smoke-free law made you cut down on the number of cigarettes you smoke? 
068c ET40875 Has the smoking ban made you go outside to smoke when at a pub or restaurant? 
068d ET40877 Has the smoke-free law made you more likely to use stop-smoking medications like the nicotine patch or gum? 
068e ET40874 Have you avoided going to pubs because of the law? 
068f ET40876 Have you avoided going to restaurants because of the law? 
068g ET40872 Have you travelled out of the country to find a place where you could smoke indoors? 
069 ET40888 Ask all. 

Do you support or oppose [the=Ireland; a=UK] total ban on smoking inside pubs and other enclosed public places? 
1    Strongly support 
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2    Support 
3    Oppose 
4    Strongly oppose 

070 ET40889 Ask of Ireland respondents. 
Overall, would you say that the ban on smoking in pubs and other places in Ireland has been a good thing or a bad thing? 

1    Very bad 
2    Bad 
3    Good 
4    Very good 

071 LM40211 Ask if 021/BR305<>1 or 021/BR305 not asked. 
Some cigarettes are described as light, mild, or low in tar. Have you ever smoked any of these types of cigarettes? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

072a LM40311 Ask all. 
For the following questions, I will refer to all types of light, mild, and low tar cigarettes as "light cigarettes". 
Please tell me if you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the 

following statements about light cigarettes. 
Light cigarettes make it easier to quit smoking. 

1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

072b LM40321 Light cigarettes are less harmful than regular cigarettes. 
072c LM40331 Light cigarettes are smoother on your throat and chest than regular cigarettes. 
072d LM40341 Smokers of light cigarettes take in less tar than smokers of regular cigarettes. 
073 ST40301 Ask all. 

In the past month, have you used any other kind of tobacco product THAT IS SMOKED, besides cigarettes? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 074a/ST311. 
Otherwise, go to Purchase Section. 

074a ST40311 Ask if 073/ST301=1. 
Do not read out products.  Code all that are mentioned. 
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What did you use? 

Cigars. 
1    Mentioned 
2    Not mentioned 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

074b ST40313 Cigarillos. 
074c ST40315 Bidis. 
074d ST40317 Pipe. 
074e ST40319 Chewing tobacco. 
074f ST40321 Snuff. 
074g ST40385 Omni. 
074h ST40325 Accord. 
074i ST40327 Ariva. 
074j ST40331 Specify other _________________________________________. 
075a ST40331o Ask if 074j/ST331=1. 

What other product did you use? 
Enter text response. 

075b ST40352 Ask if 074a/ST311=1. 
Read out response options. 

How often do you currently smoke cigars?  Would that be . . . 
1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly 
5    Or have you stopped altogether? 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

075c ST40354 Ask if 074b/ST313=1. 
How often do you currently smoke cigarillos?  Would that be . . . 

075d ST40356 Ask if 074c/ST315=1. 
How often do you currently smoke bidis?  Would that be . . . 

075e ST40358 Ask if 074d/ST317=1. 
How often do you currently smoke a pipe?  Would that be . . . 

075f ST40360 Ask if 074e/ST319=1. 
How often do you currently use chewing tobacco?   Would that be . . . 

076a ST40362 Ask if 074f/ST321=1. 
Read out response options. 

How often do you currently use snuff?  Would that be . . . 
1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
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3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly 
5    Or have you stopped altogether? 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

076b ST40364 Ask if 074g/ST385=1. 
How often do you currently use Omni?  Would that be . . . 

076c ST40366 Ask if 074h/ST325=1. 
How often do you currently use Accord?  Would that be . . . 

076d ST40368 Ask if 074i/ST327=1. 
How often do you currently use Ariva?  Would that be . . . 

076e ST40388 Ask if 074j/ST331=1. 
How often do you currently use [other non-cig product from 075a/ST331o]?  Would that be . . . 

077a SO40251 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 
Interviewer Note: Don’t read checklist, but can give examples. Select only one response. 

Where did you last buy cigarettes for yourself? 
01     Convenience store, gas station 
02     Grocery store 
03     Discount store 
04     Bar 
05     Duty-free store 
06     Outside of the country 
07     Toll-free number 
08     Mail 
09     Someone else 
10     Internet 
11     Vending machines 
12     Tobacconist 
13     News stand, kiosk 
14     News agent’ 
15     Milk bar 
97     Other 
77     Not Applicable 
88     Refused 
99     Don't Know 

077b SO40251o Ask if 077a/SO251=16. 
Where else did you last buy cigarettes? 

078 PU40201 Ask if 017a/FR326=1 or 3 (smokes factory-made). 
The last time you bought cigarettes for yourself, did you buy them by the carton, the pack, or as single cigarettes? 

1    Carton 
2    Pack 
3    Single, loose 
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7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

079 BR40701 Ask if 017a/FR326=1 or 3 (smokes factory-made). 
Was it [brand 020c/BR331]? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, and 078/PU201=1, go to 081a/PU211. 
If response=1, and 078/PU201=2, go to 082a/PU311. 
If response=1, and 078/PU201=3, go to 083a/PU411. 
If response=1, and 078/PU201=8 or 9, go to 084/SO501. 
If response<>1 and country=Ireland, go to 080a/BR751. 
If response<>1 and country=UK, go to 080c/BR731. 

080a BR40751 Ask if country=Ireland and 079/BR701<>1. 
What brand did you buy? 

080b BR40751o Which other brand did you buy? 
080c BR40731 Ask if 079/BR701<>1 and country=UK. 

Refer to brands from 020a/BR351. 
What brand did you buy? 

080d BR40731o Ask if 080c/BR731=997. 
Which other brand did you buy? 

081a PU40211 Ask if 078/PU201=1. 
How many cartons did you buy? 

Enter number of cartons. 
081b PU40221a How many packs of cigarettes were in the carton? 

Enter number of packs. 
081c PU40221b Ask if 081a/PU211>1. 

How many packs of cigarettes were in each carton? 
081d PU40227 

(Prev. 

PU226) 

Ask if 078/PU201=1. 
How many cigarettes were in each pack? 

081e PU40231a Ask if 081a/PU211=1. 
How much did you pay for that carton? 

Go to 084/SO501. 
081f PU40229 Ask if 081a/PU211>1. 

Interviewer Notes: (1) whichever is easier for respondent -- price per carton or price for all cartons together.  Respondents 

might not know the cost per carton, and we don’t want them to do arithmetic. 
(2) Record exact price.  Do not round number. If they give range, ask to specify. If they cannot narrow down the range, enter 

midpoint of the range. 
I'd like to find out how much you paid.  Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per carton or how much you paid for 
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all the cartons? 

1    Price per carton 
2    Total paid for all cartons 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 081g/PU231b. 
If response=2, go to 081h/PU241. 
Otherwise, go to 084/SO501. 

081g PU40231b Ask if 081f/PU229=2. 
How much did you pay per carton? 

Go to 084/SO501. 
081h PU40241 How much did you pay in total? 

Enter price. 
082a PU40311 Ask if 078/PU201=2. 

How many packs did you buy? 
Enter number of packs. 

082b PU40321a Ask if 082a/PU311=1. 
How many cigarettes were in the pack? 

082c PU40321b Ask if 082a/PU311>1. 
How many cigarettes were in each pack? 

082d PU40331a Ask if 078/PU201=2. 
How much did you pay for that pack? 

Go to 084/SO501. 
082e PU40329 Ask if 082a/PU311>1. 

Interviewer Notes: (1) whichever is easier for respondent (respondents might not know the cost per pack, and we don’t want 

them to do arithmetic).  (2) Give exact price.  Do not round number. If they give range ask to specify.  If they cannot narrow 

down the range, enter midpoint of the range. 
I'd like to find out how much you paid.  Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per pack or how much you paid for all 

the packs? 
1    Price per pack 
2    Total paid for all packs 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 082f/PU331b. 
If response=2, go to 082g/PU341. 
Otherwise, go to 084/SO501. 

082f PU40331b Ask if 082e/PU329=1. 
How much did you pay per pack? 

Enter number of packs. 
Go to 084/SO501. 

082g PU40341 Ask if 082e/PU329=2. 
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How much did you pay in total? 

083a PU40411 Ask if 078/PU201=3. 
How many loose cigarettes did you purchase? 

Enter number of cigarettes. 
If response=1, go to QNU/PU431. 
Otherwise, go to 083c/PU429. 

083b PU40431a Ask if 083a/PU411=1. 
How much did you pay for that one cigarette? 

Go to 084/SO501. 
083c PU40429 Ask if 083a/PU411>1. 

I'd like to find out how much you paid.  Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per cigarette or how much you paid 

for all cigarettes? 
1    Price per cigarette 
2    Total paid for all cigarettes 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Whichever is easier for respondent -- price per cigarette or price for all cigarettes together.  Respondents might not know the 

cost per cigarette, and we don’t want them to do arithmetic. 
If response=1, go to 083d/PU431b. 
If response=2, go to 083e/PU441. 
Otherwise, go to 084/SO501. 

083d PU40431b Ask if 083c/PU429=1. 
How much did you pay per cigarette? 

Go to 084/SO501. 
083e PU40441 Ask if 083c/PU429=2. 

How much did you pay in total? 
Enter total price for all cigarettes. 

084 SO40501 Ask all. 
In the last 6 months, have you made any other special effort to buy cigarettes [or tobacco] that are less expensive than 

you can get from local stores? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 085/PU601. 
Otherwise, go to 086/PU621. 

085 PU40601 Ask if 084/SO501=1. 
How often in the past 6 months -- since [6M Anchor] -- have you bought these less expensive cigarettes? 

1    Only once 
2    A few times 
3    Many times 
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4    Just about all of the time 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

086 PU40621 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 
In the last 6 months -- since [6M Anchor] -- have you spent money on cigarettes that you knew would be better spent on 

household essentials like food? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

087 NR40101 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 
Have you heard about medications to help people stop smoking, such as Nicotine Replacement Therapies like nicotine gum 

or the patch, or pills such as Zyban? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 088/NR106. 
Otherwise, go to 097a/NR783. 

088 NR40106 Ask if 087/NR101=1. 
Have you ever used any stop-smoking medication? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 089/NR108. 
Otherwise, go to 097a/NR783. 

089 NR40108 Ask if 088/NR106=1. 
In the last 6 months -- since [6M Anchor] -- have you used any stop-smoking medication such as Nicotine Replacement 

Therapies like nicotine gum or the patch, or pills such as Zyban? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 090a/NR121. 
Otherwise, go to 097a/NR783. 

090a NR40121 Ask if 089/NR108=1. 
In the last 6 months, which medication or medications did you use? 
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NRT: Nicotine gum. 

1    Mentioned 
2    Not mentioned 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

090b NR40123 NRT: Nicotine patch. 
090c NR40125 NRT: Nicotine lozenges. 
090d NR40127 NRT: Nicotine (sublingual) tablets. 
090e NR40129 NRT: Nicotine inhaler. 
090f NR40131 NRT: Nicotine nasal spray. 
090g NR40133 Zyban (or bupropion). 
090h NR40135 Wellbutrin. 
090i NR40141 Other medication (specify). 
090j NR40141o Ask if 090i/NR141=1. 

Specify other _________________________________________. 
Enter text response. 

091a NR40301 Ask if two or more of 090a/NR121-090i/NR141=1. 
Do not read.  Select all that apply. 

Which product did you use most recently? 
1    Nicotine gum 
2    Nicotine patch 
3    Nicotine lozenge 
4    Nicotine tablets 
5    Nicotine inhaler 
6    Nicotine nasal spray 
7    Zyban 
8    Wellbutrin 
9    Other 
77     Not Applicable 
88     Refused 
99     Don't Know 

091b NR40301o Ask if 091a/NR301=9. 
Which other product did you use most recently? 

Enter text response. 
092 NR40303 Ask if 089/NR108=1. 

How did you get [referent medication]? 
1    By prescription 
2    Over-the-counter/ off the shelf 
3    From a friend 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 
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093 NR40304 Ask if 089/NR108=1. 

Select only one. 
When you used [medication listed], did you pay full price, get a discount, or get it free? 

1    Paid full price 
2    Got a discount 
3    Got it free 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

094a NR40305 Ask if 089/NR108=1. 
Read out response options. Select only one. 

What was the main reason you used [referent medication]? 
1    To stop smoking completely 
2    To reduce the amount you smoke 
3    To cope with times you could not or were not allowed to smoke 
4    Other reason (specify) 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

094b NR40305o Ask if 094a/NR305=4. 
What was the other main reason you used [referent medication]? 

095 NR40306 Ask if 094a/NR305=1-2. 
Are you still using [referent medication]? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

096a NR40310 Ask if 094a/NR305=3. 
Read out response options. Select only one. 

How often do you use [product(s)] to cope with situations where you can’t smoke?  Would that be . . . 
1    Daily 
2    Less than daily but at least once a week 
3    Less then weekly but at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly 
5    Or have you stopped using such products altogether? 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

096b NR40307a Ask if 094a/NR305=1-2. 
095/NR306=1:   In total, how long have you been using [referent medication]? 
095/NR306 NE 1:   In total, how long did you use [referent medication]? 

(number of days) 
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096c NR40307b (number of weeks) 
096d NR40307c In total, how long [have you been using / did you use] [product]? 

Enter number of months. 
096e NR40307d 095/NR306=1:   In total, how long have you been using [referent medication]? 

095/NR306 NE 1:   In total, how long did you use [referent medication]? 
(day of month) 

Enter number. 
096f NR40307e (month) 

01     January 
02     February 
03     March 
04     April 
05     May 
06     June 
07     July 
08     August 
09     September 
10     October 
11     November 
12     December 
77     Not Applicable 
88     Refused 
99     Don't Know 

096g NR40307f (year) 
096h NR40308 Did you smoke regularly while using [referent medication]? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

096i NR40309 Ask if 095/NR306=2. 
Do not read out response options. 

What was the main reason you discontinued using [referent medication]? 
1    Quit/ it worked 
2    Didn’t work/ went back to smoking 
3    Side effects/ made me sick 
4    Ran out 
5    Too expensive/ insurance coverage ran out 
6    Stressful situation 
7    Social situation 
8    Other 

If response=8, go to 096j/NR309o. 
Otherwise, go to 097a/NR783. 
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096j NR40309o Ask if 096i/NR309=8. 

For what other reason did you discontinue using [medication]? 
Enter text response. 
Go to 097a/NR783. 

097a NR40783 Ask all. 
I'm going to read out a list of statements about stop-smoking medications.  Please tell me if you strongly agree, agree, 

neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the following statements. 
If you decided you wanted to quit, stop-smoking medications would make it easier. 

1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

097b NR40785 If you decided you wanted to quit, you would be able to quit without stop-smoking medications. 
097c NR40787 Stop-smoking medications are too expensive. 
097d NR40789 You don't know enough about how to use stop-smoking medications properly. 
097e NR40791 Stop-smoking medications are too hard to get. 
097f NR40793 Stop-smoking medications might harm your health. 
098 NR40794 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

As far as you know, are nicotine replacement medications less harmful, more harmful, or no different than smoking 

cigarettes? 
1    Less harmful 
2    No different 
3    More harmful 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 099/NR796. 
If response=3, go to 100/NR797. 
Otherwise, go to 101a/NR801. 

099 NR40796 Ask if 098/NR794=1. 
Are they a little or a lot less harmful than smoking cigarettes? 

1    A little less harmful 
2    A lot less harmful 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Go to 101a/NR801. 
100 NR40797 Ask if 098/NR794=3. 

Are they a little or a lot more harmful than smoking cigarettes? 
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1    More harmful 
2    The same 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 101c/NR812. 
Otherwise, go to 101d/NR813. 

101a NR40801 Ask if 025/FR309v=1-3. 
In the last 6 months – since [6M anchor] – have you visited a doctor or other health professional? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 101b/NR811. 
Otherwise, go to 102/NR861. 

101b NR40811 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 101a/NR801=1. 
Read out each statement. 
During any visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 6 months, did you receive . . . 

Advice to quit smoking? 
If response=1, go to 101c/NR812. 
Otherwise, go to 101d/NR813. 

101c NR40812 Ask if 101b/NR811=1. 
Did this make you think about quitting smoking? 

101d NR40813 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 101a/NR801=1. 
During any visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 6 months, did you receive . . . 

Additional help or a referral to another service to help you quit? 
If response=1, go to 101e/NR814. 
Otherwise, go to 101f/NR815. 

101e NR40814 Ask if 101d/NR813=1. 
Did this make you think about quitting smoking? 

101f NR40815 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 101a/NR801=1. 
During any visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 6 months, did you receive . . . 

A prescription for stop-smoking medication? 
If response=1, go to 101g/NR816. 
Otherwise, go to 101h/NR817. 

101g NR40816 Ask if 101f/NR815=1. 
Did this make you think about quitting smoking? 

101h NR40817 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 101a/NR801=1. 
During any visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 6 months, did you receive . . . 

Pamphlets or brochures on how to quit. 
101i NR40818 Ask if 101h/NR817=1. 

Did this make you think about quitting smoking? 
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102 NR40861 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

In the last 12 months, have you received advice or information about quitting smoking from any of the following? 
Telephone or quit line services? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 103/NR863. 
Otherwise, go to 104/NR865. 

103 NR40863 Ask if 102/NR861=1. 
Did this help you in your quit attempt? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

104 NR40865 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 
In the last 6 months, have you received advice or information about quitting smoking from any of the following? 

The Internet. 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 105/NR867. 
Otherwise, go to 106/NR869. 

105 NR40867 Ask if 104/NR865=1. 
Did this help you in your quit attempt? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

106 NR40869 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 
In the last 12 months, have you received advice or information about quitting smoking from any of the following? 

Local stop-smoking services (such as clinics or specialists)? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 107/NR871. 
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Otherwise, go to 108/NR880. 

107 NR40871 Ask if 106/NR869=1. 
Did this help you in your quit attempt? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

108 NR40880 Ask all. 
In the last month -- that is, since [1M anchor] -- have you noticed any advertisements for stop-smoking medications? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

109 BQ40111 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 
Respondent does not need to be intending to quit to respond.  Emphasize "IF" in wording. 
Read out response options. 

If you decided to give up smoking completely in the next 6 months, how sure are you that you would succeed? 
1    Not at all sure 
2    Slightly sure 
3    Moderately sure 
4    Very sure 
5    Extremely sure 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

110 BQ40121 Ask all. 
Read out response options. 

How easy or hard would it be for you to completely quit smoking if you wanted to? 
1    Very easy 
2    Somewhat easy 
3    Neither easy nor hard 
4    Somewhat hard 
5    Very hard 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

111a BQ40141 Ask all. 
Read out response options. 

Are you planning to quit smoking . . . 
1    Within the next month 
2    Within the next 6 months 
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3    Sometime in the future, beyond 6 months 
4    Or are you not planning to quit? 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 111b/BQ146. 
Otherwise, go to 112a/BQ201. 

111b BQ40146 Ask if 111a/BQ141=1. 
Have you set a firm date? 

1    Yes 
2    No 

112a BQ40201 Ask all. 
111a/BQ141=4:  Even though you mentioned that you are not currently planning to quit, in the past 6 months, have each 

of the following things led you to think about quitting, not at all, somewhat, or very much: 
111a/BQ141<>4:  In the past 6 months, have each of the following things led you to think about quitting, not at all, 

somewhat, or very much: 
Concern for your personal health? 

1    Not at all 
2    Somewhat 
3    Very much 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

112b BQ40203 Concern about the effect of your cigarette smoke on non-smokers? 
112c BQ40207 That society disapproves of smoking? 
112d BQ40209 The price of cigarettes? 
112e BQ40211 Smoking restrictions at work? 
112f BQ40213 Smoking restrictions in public places like [restaurants or bars/ cafes or pubs]? 
112g BQ40217 Advice from a doctor, dentist, or other health professional to quit? 
112h BQ40221 Free, or lower cost, stop-smoking medication? 
112i BQ40227 Warning labels on cigarette packages? 
112j BQ40229 Setting an example for children? 
113 BQ40301 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 
How much do you think you would benefit from health and other gains if you were to quit smoking permanently in the next 

6 months? 
1    Not at all 
2    Slightly 
3    Moderately 
4    Very much 
5    Extremely 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

114 PS40211 Ask all. 
Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the 

following statements. 
You enjoy smoking too much to give it up. 

1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

115 PS40213 Ask all. 
Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the 

following statements. 
Cigarette smoke is dangerous to non-smokers. 

1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

116 PS40215 Ask all. 
Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the 

following statements. 
If you had to do it over again, you would not have started smoking. 

1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

117 PS40231 Ask all. 
Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the 

following statements. 
There are fewer and fewer places where you feel comfortable about smoking. 

1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
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3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

118 PS40233 Ask all. 
Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the 

following statements. 
Society disapproves of smoking. 

1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

119 IN40215 Ask all. 
Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the 

following statements. 
Tobacco companies can be trusted to tell the truth about the dangers of their products. 

1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

120 IN40219 Ask all. 
Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the 

following statements. 
Tobacco companies have tried to convince the public that there is little or no health risk from second-hand smoke. 

1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

121 PR40313 Ask all. 
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Read out response options. 

How worried are you, if at all, that smoking WILL damage your health in the future? 
1    Not at all worried 
2    A little worried 
3    Moderately worried 
4    Very worried 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

122 DI40241 Ask all. 
Of the five closest friends or acquaintances that you spend time with on a regular basis, how many of them are smokers? 

Record number between 0 and 5. 
123a DI40301 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 
What is your overall opinion of smoking?  Is it . . . ? 

1    Very positive 
2    Positive 
3    Neither positive nor negative 
4    Negative 
5    Very negative 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

123b DE40111 Are you married, separated, divorced, widowed, living common-law, or single? 
1    Married 
2    Separated 
3    Divorced 
4    Widowed 
5    Common-Law [Australia: Defacto] 
6    Single 

124 DE40311y Ask all. 
Read out response options. 

What is the highest level of formal education that you have completed? 
1    Primary or secondary school/vocational level 1 & 2/trade apprenticeship 
2    Sec school advanced/vocational level 3 
3    Further education/ training college below degree level 
4    Some university 
5    Completed university degree 
6    Post-graduate degree 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

125a DE40811 Ask all. 
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Are there any children under the age of 18 currently living in your household? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 125b/DE816. 
If response<>1 and country=Ireland, go to 125n/DE681. 
If response<>1 and country=UK, go to 125j/DE611. 

125b DE40816 Ask if 125a/DE811=1. 
How many children under the age of 18 are currently living in your household? 

Enter number. 
If response=1, go to 125c/DE821. 
If response>1, go to 125e/DE831. 

125c DE40821 Ask if 125b/DE816=1. 
Read out response options. 

Is this child . . . ? 
1    Under the age of 1 
2    Between 1 and 5 years old 
3    Between 6 and 12 years old, or 
4    Between 13 and 17 years old 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 125d/DE826. 
If response>1, go to 125j/DE611. 

125d DE40826 Ask if 125c/DE821=1. 
How many months old is that child? 

Enter number of months.  If less than 1 month old, enter 0.  Max=12. 
125e DE40831 Ask if 125b/DE816>1. 

How many are under the age of 1? 
Enter number. 

125f DE40836 Ask if 125e/DE831>0. 
125e/DE831=1:   How many months old is that child? 
125e/DE831>1:   How many months old is the youngest child? 

Enter number of months.  If less than 1 month old, enter 0.  Max=12. 
125g DE40841 Ask if 125b/DE816>1. 

How many are between 1 and 5 years old? 
Enter number. 

125h DE40846 How many are between 6 and 12 years old? 
125i DE40851 How many are between 13 and 17 years old? 

If 125b/DE816 not =(125e/DE831 + 125g/DE841 + 125h/DE846 + 125i/DE851) and not (Can't Say Or Refused), say: 
You mentioned there were [125b/DE816] children in the household . . . 
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But you have said there are [125e/DE831] under the age of 1, 
[125g/DE841] between 1 and 5 years old, 
[125h/DE846] between 6 and 12 years old, and 
[125i/DE851] between 13 and 17 years old – a total of (125e/DE831 + 125g/DE841 + 125h/DE846 + 125i/DE851). 
I need to ask you those questions again. 

125j DE40611 Ask if country=UK. 
IF RESPONDENT ASKS WHY THIS IS NECESSARY, SAY: 
“Because it is important for us to determine whether our respondents as a group are a representative sample of smokers in 

Ireland/the U.K.” 
Which of the following best describes your ethnic or racial background? 

1    White 
2    Asian, Asian British 
3    Black, black British 
4    Chinese 
5    Mixed 
6    Other 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1-3 or 5, go to 125l/DE616. 
If response=6, go to 125k/DE611o. 
Otherwise, go to 125q/DE211y. 

125k DE40611o Ask if 125j/DE611=6. 
What other racial or cultural group? 

Enter text response. 
125l DE40616 Ask if 125l/DE616=1-3 or 5. 

Would that be . . .? 
01     British 
02     Other white  (specify) 
03     Indian 
04     Pakistani 
05     Bangladeshi 
06     Other Asian  (specify) 
07     Caribbean 
08     African 
09     Other African  (specify) 
10     Chinese 
11     White & black Caribbean 
12     White & black African 
13     White and Asian 
14     Other mixed ethnicity  (specify) 
15     Other ethnic group  (specify) 
77     Not Applicable 
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88     Refused 
99     Don't Know 

125

m 
DE40616o Ask if 125l/DE616=15. 

What other racial or cultural group? 
Enter text response. 

125n DE40681 Ask of Ireland respondents. 
IF RESPONDENT ASKS WHY THIS IS NECESSARY, SAY: 
“Because it is important for us to determine whether our respondents as a group are a representative sample of smokers in 

Ireland/the U.K.” 
What is your nationality? 

1    Irish 
2    Other 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

125o DE40681o Ask if 125n/DE681=2. 
125p DE40211u Ask if country=Ireland. 

Read out response options. 
Which of the following categories best describes your ANNUAL household income, that is the total income before taxes, or 

gross income, of all persons in your household combined, for one year? 
1    Under 10,000 euros 
2    10,000 to 29,999 euros 
3    30,000 to 44,999 euros 
4    45,000 to 59,999 euros 
5    60,000 to 74,999 euros 
6    75,000 to 99,999 euros 
7    100,000 to 149,999 euros 
8    150,000 euros and over 
77     Not Applicable 
88     Refused 
99     Don't Know 

125q DE40211y Ask if country=UK. 
01    Under £6,500 
02    £6,500-15,000 
03    £15,001-30,000 
04    £30,001-40,000 
05    £40,001-50,000 
06    £50,001-65,000 
07    £65,001-95,000 
08    £95,001 and over 

126 BI40900 Thank you for your time and assistance.  That is all the questions we need to ask you. 
127 BI40901 Thank you for your time and assistance. That is all we need to ask you right now. 
128 BI40920 Thank you but we are looking for households where there is at least one person aged 18 or older. 
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Q# VarName IES2-P 
129 BI40931 Thank you for your time and assistance but we need to make sure people are aged 18 years or older for this important 

study. 
130 BI40925 Thank you for your time and assistance.  I will try them at another time. 
131 BI40945 I’m sorry, but our study requires that our respondents smoke at least once a month. 
 


